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Meet the team...

Some of the class of
2018-19 posing in a
meeting!

At a team dinner with
Miss Kemp in July…
Co-Editor Swetha runs a
brainstorming session...

<- Check out our new logo!
By Aidana, Year 8

New Year’s Revolutions and How To Keep Them!
Tip 1: Set Small Goals
Set yourself manageable goals that you are more likely to achieve:
10 small goals in a year rather than one big one. For example, each
week try and go a day without sugar. This is more achievable than
diving straight in and going sugar free for a whole year.

Tip 2: Ask someone for support
It is always nice to have someone to help you and give you
some support or a reminder. For example, if you are trying
to read more ask your friend or family member when you
have some spare time to read.. This way you are much
more likely to keep your resolution.

Tip 3: Treat yourself
Always make sure that you have a reward so that you
have motivation to keep on going. It is always nice to see
a light at the end of the tunnel. For example, if you’re
trying to exercise every day, why not take a break and
meet a friend or go shopping?
Tip 4: Motivate yourself
There many different motivational songs, speeches,
films and poems that can keep you motivated. For
example, TED Talks are good to keep you going.

By Amelia Moody 7J

Little Women
BY: OLIVIA BROWN

Little Women has now been nominated for 6 Oscars, this
fact, however, doesn’t shock me in the slightest, as Little
Women was a great movie. The characters were so enjoyable to watch, and the costumes were amazing. I would
honestly recommend this movie to most people, it really
captures the idea of sisterly love and the ups and downs
of family. The movie also doesn’t solely rotate around
romance, which is sometimes the case in coming of age
films. Even when the topic of love is brought up in the
film, it didn’t overpower the characters’ development. In the film, Jo has a
fight with Laurie, and Jo has the upper hand in the fight. It was so refreshing
to see a women in a film take control of her life and not fall completely head
over heals for a guy.
The movie mainly centres on the four sisters and we see each grow up and
mature. In the beginning we see Meg wanting to marry wealthy even if she
doesn’t love her husband, throughout the movie, we see her fall in love
with a poor tutor and she eventually marries for love instead of money.
Beth is very shy, but we see her form a father-daughter relationship with
Mr. Laurence when he allows her to play his daughter’s piano. Amy is the
youngest sister, she is vain and stroppy, however, later in the movie she redeems herself, she travels to Europe to find a wealthy husband and better
her art but eventually marries Laurie because
she has been in love with him the entire time.
Jo is a selfless character who cares for her sisters and is very passionate about writing but
after many rejections she is worn down and
tired of writing. However, after her sister, Beth,
passes away and Laurie and Amy gets married,
she ends up writing a detailed account of her
life. The book itself: Little Women. It never really delves deeper into who Jo ends up with,
which I think is crucial considering the story
isn’t meant to be about that. Although, Jo does
have to marry herself of to a professor in her
story, which is never clarified whether to be
true of fiction. Although, I like the ending as
she finally publishes her book and opens a school for girls and boys so girls get the right education and are able
to write and publish their own stories.
An overall, amazing film and I wouldn’t be surprised for it to take home all 6 Oscar nominations, even if Greta
Gerwig deserved her nomination for best director.

BEING NEW AND WHAT IT TEACHES YOU
Aimen Malik asked new teachers and new trainee teachers all about being new and about fitting in a different environment, as well as
the career paths they chose and why.
Mr Ahmed: Science teacher
What made you choose Tolworth Girls School for your teaching career?
Tolworth Girls' School is really well renowned for its commitment towards helping its students become the best they can be. I
really liked this ethos of TGS and also believe very strongly about this too. It was a no-brainer really!
What made you choose science as your preferred subject to teach?
I've always enjoyed science. There's just so much about this world and ourselves that we still do not have the answers to and of
which science is trying so hard to decipher. Is time travel possible? Are there other life forms on other planets? Can we cure all
diseases? Can we programme our cells to do what we want? All these questions and many more continue to boggle scientists and
non-scientists alike! Being able to teach a wonderful subject to such curious minds, for me, is humbling. Who knows, maybe I'll be
able to inspire a student at TGS to answer some of these questions!
What made you choose teaching overall to continue into a career?
I have privately tutored since I passed my GCSEs and I realised very quickly that I found it very enjoyable! I think that's important,
to do what you enjoy because then your career becomes fun and almost like a hobby. I like mentoring young people and helping
them become the best version of themselves.
What your first impressions and how its been so far teaching at Tolworth girls?
Tolworth Girls School has been amazing so far! Everyone has been very welcoming. I'm slowly learning all my students' names
and have already made a few friends! The environment at TGS is supportive and it's clear that everyone wants the best out of
each other.

Mr Robe: Trainee teacher in Maths
What made you choose maths as your preferred subject to teach?
Maths is the best subject.
What made you choose teaching as a career?
I wanted to help people and look forward to going to work.
What your first impressions and how has been so far teaching at Tolworth?
Great staff and friendly atmosphere.
How does it feel to be new in a different environment?
I learn best in new environments, so it is good.

Miss Grasso: Science Teacher
What made you choose Tolworth for your teaching career?
I visited TGS several times during the year prior to joining and was impressed by the positive atmosphere. Students and staff appeared happy and enthusiastic, and I thought it would be a nice environment to work in.
What made you choose science as your preferred subject to teach?
I have always been interested in understanding how things work. Science tries to understand the world by testing ideas and being
open to accept them as well as discard them based on the results. I think this is a very humble way of trying to learn what we do
not already know. I chose to teach Science to share with students
What your first impressions and how it’s been so far teaching at Tolworth girls?
The school is very well organised and my first impression proved to be true, that students are enthusiastic and want to do well.
There are also a lot of clubs and extra-curricular activities to get involved in, which is great for students and fun for teachers to
get involved in as well.

Animal extinction is mostly caused by natural causes, or by human factors that have contributed to
animals becoming extinct. These include like global warming and the rainforest being destroyed. Here
is a list of some animals that have been impacted by the change and now are extinct:


Steller's sea cow: Named after George Steller, a naturalist who discovered the creature in 1741,
Steller's Sea Cow was a large herbivorous mammal. It is believed that Steller's Sea Cow which
grew to at least, 8-9 metres and weighed around 8-10 tons, inhabited the Near Islands, southwest of Alaska.



Tasmanian tiger: Native to Australia, Tasmania and New Guinea, the Tasmanian Tiger was a
large carnivorous marsupial. Not related to tigers, the creature had the appearance of a medium-to-large-size dog



A juvenile Derwent River sea star: Australian government lists the marine animal as critically
endangered, but surveys conducted in 1993 and 2010 failed to find a single sea star. The population decreased rapidly due to urbanization, poor water quality and invasive species.



Golden toad: in 1988, only eight males and two females could be found, and in 1989, only a
single male could be located. Extensive searches for the golden toad since then have failed to
locate another specimen, and the species was declared extinct in August 2007.



Hawaiian crow: This native Hawaiian bird was declared "extinct in the wild" in 2002 when the
last two known wild individuals disappeared. Some birds remained in captivity, and between
1993 and 1999, more than 40 birds were hatched in a captive breeding program. The birds
were released into a lightly managed habitat and closely monitored, but releases were abandoned in 1999 because of increasing mortality.



Spix's macaw: Although around 50 Spix's macaws existed in the wild, it disappeared in 2000 and
no others are known to remain.

By: Grace Heaffey 8G

Every year 1,000 Rhinos are killed in Africa. At
this current time only 16,000 Rhinos are left in
the wild. They are hunted for their ivory and we
greedily use it up.

3 toed sloths are critically endangered. These slow
moving mammals often fall out of trees during deforestation leading to a low population.
Even though these bears are cute and cuddly
they are suffering due to the effects of
poaching, habitat loss and selective mating.

The tigers are under threat from poaching and
habitat loss which is cutting down the population
by 10% each year.
Elephants are critically endangered
this is due to there ivory and there
skin. Many groups are trying to
save the majestic creatures.
By Hannah Martin

BY AIMEN MALIK 8G

The blazes in Australia have destroyed almost 2,000 homes, killed at least 25 people and hundreds of
millions animals since they began in September. People in Australia and abroad, including politicians
and celebrities, have been eager to find ways to offer assistance and support.
However, authorities have warned that some kinds of help can actually be a hindrance and overwhelm fire-affected communities. Australia’s deadly fires have been fuelled by a combination of extreme heat, prolonged drought and strong winds. The country is in the grip of a heatwave, with record-breaking temperatures over the last three months. In mid-December, the nation saw the hottest
day in history - the average temperature was 41.9 degrees Celsius.
Bushfires are a regular feature in Australia’s calendar as they are often triggered by natural causes
such as lightning strikes and can’t only be blamed on climate change or rising greenhouse gas emissions. However, experts say that the changing climate is key to understanding the ferocity of this
year’s bushfires—hotter, drier conditions are making the country's fire season longer and much dangerous. Australia's climate is definitely changing. According to the country's ‘Bureau of Meteorology’,
temperatures have already increased significantly since 1920.
So far the response had been largely reactive- aimed at evacuating people to safety and stopping the
blazes from spreading. Australia relies on hundreds of thousands of firefighter volunteers who have
been working very hard to bring the fires under control for the upcoming months. The armed forces
have now also started to help by sending firefighters to help from USA, Canada and New Zealand.
Australia is also the world’s largest exporter of coal, liquefied natural gas and the coal lobby holds significant sway over national politics.
Despite calls from fire chiefs for an “emergency summit” on the rising threat of bushfires amid the
changing climate, the prime minister has rejected the need to change his government's approach to
climate change.

Our Environment
Dire warnings on climate change from scientists are about severe
consequences and less time to stop them.
More microplastics are littering the ocean, the great Pacific garbage
“patch” is growing and more dead marine animals found with plastic and other trash in their guts.
There have been concerns about drinking water tainted with lead
and exposure to "forever" chemicals, and yet countries are still
leaning on fossil fuels for energy production despite a global push
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

The last decade has produced some startling climate and environmental headlines in the US amid growing awareness of
the problems faced around the world -- as well as potential
solutions for some of them.

Here are some of the biggest developments in climate change and
some of other big environmental stories of the last decade…

Growing urgency around climate change concerns.
While concerns about excess greenhouse gases and global warming
have been around for decades, new reports have raised doubts
about whether most countries are doing enough to combat those
impacts.

NASA and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration scientists say the last five years were the warmest in recorded history.

I got this information from a website
that was published in December 2019.

The research has increased the urgency of calls to address climate
change to protect the survival of animal species, the oceans, the
food supply, and public health, among other things.

Article by Genevieve Schonenberger
7A.

Universal Pictures and Working Title's ‘Cats’ is the unexpected film adaptation of Andrew Lloyd
Webber's beloved smash musical "Cats" and the poems from "Old Possum's Book of Practical
Cats," by T.S. Eliot. Oscar winning director, Tom Hooper brings astonishing new technology to
transform his cast members. Acclaimed casting director Lucy Bevan did the casting for the film
adaptation.

The movie has received a range of reviews but now I’m going to discuss with you my honest
opinion and what I think of the movie.
The movie has many famous celebrities in it for example, Taylor Swift- and their talents are definitely shown off in this movie. The movie is full of dancing and singing like the musical and gives
you the same feeling as you would if you were going to see the show at West End theatre,
which some people may or may not like.
The costume and make up in the movie is amazing, they make the actors look so feminine and
cat-like… Some people may think that the costumes make the people look creepy or out of
place when watching the movie - but in my opinion, they made the costumes perfectly for the
theme of the film.
The film includes Jennifer Hudson singing the most famous song in the show `Memory` and I
think she has made the song her own in such a way that when she sang it she touched every
heart watching her sing.
I was surprised to see a range of different background actors and dancers in the movie for example, James Cordon has never been in a dancing movie before but he has been acting and producing the show ‘Gavin and Stacy’ and also he was in the movie ‘Into the Woods’. I know that
James Cordon doesn't have much dance training so him being in dance dominated movie surprised me.

By Grace Heaffey 8G

Best Books of the Decade
By Clara Cook 7O

‘I AM MALALA’ is the remarkable, true tale of a family uprooted
by global terrorism, of the fight for girls' education, of a father
who, himself a school owner, championed and encouraged his
daughter to write and attend school, and of brave parents who
have a fierce love for their daughter in a society that prizes sons.

Ten-year old Bamse is asleep on Henry the V's throne when the
German's invade Copenhagen. Son to one of Denmark's most famous actors, Bamse grows up in a world of drama and makebelieve, but during the Nazi occupation everything that was once
comfortable and familiar is threatened, and his life is changed forever.
This story uniquely portrays the war through the eyes of a child
stuck between the need for safety and the desire to help. Hitler's
Canary, ultimately, is about the courage and heroism of ordinary
citizens in a time of danger and strife. Bamse himself stands as a
metaphor for the extraordinary efforts of the Danes to save their
Jewish countrymen: in the face of courage and goodness, power
and size will remain fallible.

Chased by black-smoke hounds and shadowy hunters on horseback, a man called Jupiter North whisks a girl away into the safety
of a secret, magical city called Nevermoor.
It's then that Morrigan discovers Jupiter has chosen her to contend
for a place in the city's most prestigious organization: the Wundrous Society.

The Rise Of the Skywalker
BY: OLIVIA BROWN
SPOILER ALERT! I’m devoting an entire section in order to warn you that this article will contain the entire
plot of The Rise Of the Skywalker and will be major spoilers. DO NOT continue without first watching the
film. Seriously… I know it is tempting but I repeat, do not continue if you don’t want to spoil the whole
ending of STAR WARS.
The ending was a good ending, not excellent, but good. In my opinion, what you all came here for, the
ending wasn't what we deserved. For a quick little backstory for those of you whose memory isn't that
great. Kylo Ren, Ben Solo, and Rey have this force bond, they are force dyads and have continuously been
connecting through the force throughout the recent trilogy. Being connected through the force and being
dyads means that they are the balance between the light and dark side.
I’m going to spill the secret now, this is the last warning for spoilers before I announce the ending. I
warned you. Ben Solo dies. He and Rey discover that Palpatine, who was meant to be dead, has been
building a massive fleet to destroy the Rebellion. In the end, Rey learns that she is a Palpatine and why
she was always drawn to the dark side, Palpatine and the Sith nearly tempt Rey to the dark side in order to
save her rebellion friends but Ben Solo comes to the rescue. They defeat the Knights of Ren and face Palpatine together. Rey is left on her own when Ben Solo is force pushed away, she defeats Palpatine but sacrifices her life. Rewind slightly, Rey almost kills Kylo Ren but Rey realises that she doesn't belong on the
dark side and uses some of her life force to heal Kylo Ren’s lightsabre wound. Now, fast forward back to
Rey’s death and we see Kylo Ren pull himself up and towards Rey. He uses his life force to ‘trade places’
with Rey and we see her resurrect. For the briefest of moments they are both alive and we finally see
them kiss. Let me tell you, that was a long time coming, but then Ben Solo falls and we realise that he is
dead. The Rebellion destroy all of the Sith’s weapons and have help from the entire galaxy.
In the final few scenes Rey is back on Tatooine, where Luke grew up, she buries both Luke and Leia’s
lightsabre in the sand, deciding to let the Jedi order die with her. An old beggar asks her who she is. Rey
then replies with “I’m Rey...Rey Skywalker” with both Luke and Leia’s force ghosts behind her.
Cute ending but seriously, could they not have just put Ben Solo’s force ghost there as well. I would also
like to question whoever thought it would be a good idea to start a trilogy with Rey alone on a sandy dessert and end it the exact same way but heartbroken. I guess I’m really just wanting an ending where Ben
Solo doesn't die and lives happily ever after, but not all ending can be fairy tale endings.
What's your opinion?

Ingredients:

BY AIMEN MALIK
8G

Crust


1 cup of ‘graham cracker’ crumbs 15 squares



Pinch of cinnamon



4 1/2 tablespoons of melted butter

Cheesecake:


2 cups of softened cream cheese



A cup of sugar



3 large eggs



2 cups of sour cream



1 teaspoon of vanilla extract



Food colouring - pink, purple, blue, green, yellow, and red

Instructions:
Fill a roasting pan with enough water to come half way up the sides of the silicone heart
moulds. Set pan in oven.
Heat oven to 325 degree Fahrenheit.
Mix together the graham cracker crumbs, cinnamon, and melted butter. Equally divide the
crumbs among 18 heart shaped silicone mould cavities.
Press the crumbs into an even layer and refrigerate until needed. Beat cream cheese until
creamy and smooth. Add sugar and beat until incorporated. Beat in eggs then add sour
cream and vanilla and mix just to combine.
Equally divide batter into 6 bowls. Colour one bowl of filling pink, another lavender, yellow,
orange, green, and blue using food colouring.
Equally divide each colour of filling among 3 heart cavities.

Bake cheesecakes in a water bath for 18-24 minutes until the edges look set but the centre is
jiggly but not wet.
Remove from oven and water bath and allow to cool at room temperature for an hour. Freeze
for at least two hours then remove and un-mould. Paint conversation heart phrases onto the
tops of the cheesecakes using red food colouring.

THE BEST SONGS OF THE PAST
DECADE!
1.ROLLING IN THE DEEP BY ADELE
2.CALL ME MAYBE BY CARLY RAE JEPSON
3.DANCING ON MY OWN BY CALLUM SCOTT

4.SOMEBODY THAT I USED TO KNOW BY GOTYE FT. KIMBRA
5.WHAT MAKES YOU BEAUTIFUL BY ONE DIRECTION
6.WE ARE YOUNG BY fun. FT JANELLE MONAE
7.WRECKING BALL BY MILEY CYRUS
8.SHAKE IT OFF BY TAYLOR SWIFT

9.UPTOWN FUNK BY BRUNO MARS
10. RIDE IT BY REGARD
11.HOTLINE BLING BY DRAKE
12.FRIENDS BY ANNE MARIE FT. MARSHMELLO

BY AIMEN MALIK 8G

1917 Review
BY: OLIVIA BROWN
1917 is set 2 years into the 1st world war in France, it centers on
two characters: Schofield and Blake. They are young soldiers
and insignificant characters playing their small part in the war
efforts. They are set a task to deliver a message to the 2nd
battalion about the German’s retreat being a trap. The message
being delivered before the battalion reach the German’s means
saving 1600 men from dying, including Blake’s brother. They travel
across No Man’s Land, through a mine, the countryside and continuously put their lives on the line.

1917 was possibly the most interesting film I have ever seen- cinematography wise. The aim of the film's camera work is to appear like it is
shot in one shot. This effect makes the film immersive; the deafening
audio and quality soundtrack just adds to this feeling of really being
there. The audio is so intense it shakes the cinema seats and the sound
of flies buzzing around corpses and planes soaring over head build up
the atmosphere to the point where you are on the edge of your seat.

Even in the first few minutes of the film we are placed in the busy trenches. It must be one of the most accurate representation of the trenches, including features like the dug outs, smoking soldiers and even a
sadistic general played by Andrew Scott. His character was perfectly written, he was a pessimistic general,
who when hearing about their impossible mission laughed, gave them a flare gun and asked ‘I do hate losing these to the Hun. So, when they start shooting at you, could you be so kind as to throw it back, there’s
a good chap. Cheerio.’

The scene designs and sets create the realistic war experience that you can't help but be submerged in.
With soldiers' dead corpses scattered around ,their face gnawed off by rats the true horror of the war is
highlighted. One of my favourite scenes in the movie is when Schofield is in a burnt down French town and
comes across another German soldier but because of the night setting neither can work out what side the
other one is on. I think this really illustrates that both sides of the war were just humans being blindly led
into a war. Another scene that I particularly liked was Schofield was hitching a lift with a few trucks of soldiers travelling to the front lines an there is an Asian man there. The white soldiers mostly ignore him or
make subtly racist comments, however when they have a content on who can do the best impersonation
of their general, the man joins in and does the best. He is kind of integrated into the group of Brits. I like
how this really shows how during the war men were bonded together because of the joint horrifying experiences of war.

I would recommend everyone goes to see this, it is such a fascinating subject and the filming makes you
really feel like you are right there, in World War 1. I’m not going to lie to you, I will probably watch it again.

Celebrities that Became Famous in the Last
Decade!
Tim Peake—went to space in 2015.
Quote — “ Life is not a dream; it is a thing.”

Billie Eilish—became famous in 2019.
Quote -“I’ve always done whatever I want and
always been exactly who I am.”

Hillary Clinton - ran for US president in 2018
Quote - “Fear is always with us, but we just don’t have time
for it. Not now.”

Donald Trump - became US president in
2018
Quote - “You have to think anyway, so why not think big?”

Theresa May - former prime British prime minister.
(2010—2016)
Quote - “Targets don’t fight crime.”

Meghan Markle - married Prince
Harry in 2019
Quote - “Be kind to yourself.”

Birth Month flowers! Which one are you?
January – Carnation. The carnation symbolises love (hence its popularity at weddings), fascination, and
distinction.
February – Violet or primrose. Both unassuming but colourful flowers represent modesty and virtue.
March – Daffodil or jonquil. These two close relatives are associated with the rebirth that comes with
spring, and with domestic happiness – but beware, they can sometimes be guilty of vanity!
April – Daisy or sweet pea. The daisy represents purity and innocence, while the sweet pea signifies intense
pleasure, perhaps because of its heady fragrance.
May – Lily of the valley. Lily of the valley is traditionally seen as symbolising humility, purity, and the return of happiness. The hawthorn, a sacred tree in the Celtic tradition, represents love and protection.
June – Rose or honeysuckle. The symbolism of the rose needs no introduction: it’s the flower of love. Honeysuckle, too, signifies devotion and affection.
July – Larkspur. The larkspur, or delphinium, represents love and joy.
August – Gladiolus or poppy. The first of these flowers symbolises honesty and strength of personality, and
the second sleep and peace.
September – Aster. The aster is traditionally associated with love, elegance, and faith, and the morning glory with passion and rebirth.
October – Marigold or cosmos. Because of its resemblance to the sun, the marigold is often associated with
warmth, love, and creativity. The cosmos represents order, tranquillity, and balance.
November – Chrysanthemum. This month has just one birth flower, signifying happiness and optimism.
December – Narcissus (paperwhite) or holly. The paperwhite is associated with sweetness, and the holly
with peace and goodwill.

So, if you’re not sure what to get someone for their birthday this year, why
not get them a bouquet of their birthday flowers and a card explaining the
reason?
Article by Genevieve Schonenberger 7A

Poetry Corner: ‘My Cultural Identity’
By Aimen Malik
A cultural identity
Is what I am
Pakistani
British
Salwar kameez
Jeans and shirts
Which one do I choose?
It makes me, me
I don’t know
What I am
Who I am

Aloo ghosht
Fish and chips
Which one do I choose
Which one makes me, me
Those big pots of kheer
And that yummy paneer
Oh I wish I could go back
Open markets
Super markets
Slanty lays chilly milly
Walkers sensations, Haribos

Oh all the food I love
But which one is me
Shakespeare, Dickens
Malala Yousafzi, Qaidai Azam
An inspiration to all.
But the one culture I choose will
makes me, me.

A Devil’s Day

Creative writing by Constance Argence-Lafon, Year 7
Tom Jackson. What can I say about him? HE'S PROBABLY THE WORST GOODY TWO SHOES
CHILD A DEMON CONSCIENCE CAN HAVE. And just guess who's fault that is: Gabriel's. I
mean who else's fault would it be? Mine?! Never. I have always tried to do the right thing; training him from the
very beginning to be his cruellest, naughtiest, and as selfish as possible. Yet every time the gold luminous haloed
brat takes him down another path and glares at me. What did I do? My job?! Come on I'm trying my best just have
a read, take some pity on me.

CASE 1) VEGETABLES
Yes. The green tacky, bulky, vicious creatures that bite at you when you get too close. His mother actually tried to
feed him one of those. Luckily, I acted fast; "Tom, don't, they taste like sick and rotten eggs. She's trying to poison
you!" Tom's reaction was quick and within the next few seconds, his plate was on the floor. That's when the whining kicked in. "Nooooo, Tommy what have you done! Your family will be so upset with you. Those vegetables are
full of healthy vitamins; they keep you alive. Lucifer-" 'that's me' I thought "- has no right to tell you such things!"
he continued. Anyway, I thought I'd won but as I turned my head to check on what the perplexed boy was doing, I
saw him devouring a new batch of veggies like it was nothing.

I WAS SHOCKED
"Good job Tommy!" the pathetic angel voice resumed before turning towards me and showing of his pearly teeth.

CASE 2) SCREEN TIME
Every kid needs screen time; those glorious blue light emitting devices provide pure enjoyment for them. Tom had
found one unlocked on the sofa and guess what? Gabriel was asleep! So I told him "Go for it Tom, this might be
your only chance. Do you know how many things you could do on that thing?" So he picked it up and went onto
YouTube. Ahh, winner winner chicken dinner I thought. For about 30 seconds. ACHOOOOOO. 'What was that!?' I
thought. ACHOOOOOO. There it was again. “Gabriel, is that you?“ I asked.
"O-of c-course i-ts ACHOO me. D-dont you kn-now I'm a-a ACHOO allergic to electric devices!?" said the controlling
angel. So that was then end of that

CASE 3) SCHOOL
You know what. I'm not even going to try. Jackson here was fit to be a puny scholar anyway. “Yes miss"
"Yay, it's school again”
"2+2=4" Noooo it does not! Everyone knows it makes 22. So you can see my situation out of home grounds now;
while I tumble down the hole of despair, Gabriel bathes in the glory of being so called perfect.

To conclude, children shouldn't ever be like him, evil is better than good and all angels are idiots
"No they are not Lucifer what kind of junk are you telling everyone?!"
…. Yeah Gabriel may have caught a glimpse of my story so I need to run.

By Constance Argence-Lafon,
Year 7

